Terms and Conditions
Camper Insurance
The wedding camper is insured by Liberty Campers who are responsible for the
care of the camper, every effort should be made by the hirer to avoid damage of
the camper. You or your guests are responsible for any neglectful damage to our
camper.
Payment and Cancellation
All prices include VAT at the standard rate. A non-refundable booking fee of £150
is required at the time of booking. The balance value of the hire is due 6 weeks
prior to rental date, or the full amount if within 6 weeks. For cancellations up to 4
weeks before the rental date a 50% refund of the balance (not including the
booking fee which is none refundable) will be given. No refund will be given for a
cancellation within 4 weeks of the hire date.
Alternative camper
If the camper booked is not available for reasons beyond our control we will
make every effort to provide a similar camper or organise another company with
a similar camper to provide the service we have agreed. This could be a different
colour of camper but we will aim to provide a splitscreen camper. During the
winter months weather may influence which vehicle provides the service.
Insurance
Please make sure you have appropriate wedding insurance to cover any
eventualities. Your contents are not insured by Liberty Campers. In the unlikely
event of breakdown where the camper cannot be repaired for use, every effort
will be made to provide an ‘Alternative camper’ or vehicle. We cannot accept
responsibility for missed functions due to breakdown or if the bridal party are late
leaving as per agreed time stated within our email correspondence. Every effort
will be made to succeed with your hire.
Weather conditions & Suitable roads
Liberty Campers cannot be held responsible for adverse weather conditions
affecting any hire. In such an event Liberty Campers will adhere to succeed with
your hire where possible.
We have the right to decline passage way on unsuitable roads with the campers,
road must be in good condition for safe passage and any steep gradients enroute must be advised to Liberty Campers and agreed for safe passage. Any
alteration to the route must be notified by email.
Wedding Party
Only the agreed wedding party will be chauffeured. It may not be possible to
carry more than the agreed number of passengers therefore any alterations to
the number of passengers must be notified by email.

